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Jesus stated clearly that it will be â€œbusiness as usualâ€• right up until He catastrophically

intervenes again in the affairs of mankind!  Read the detailed, precise frame of reference of where

this generation stands on Godâ€™s prophetic timeline Discover how each chapter points specifically

to what the strange, troubling things happening in a world seemingly gone insane with unstoppable

violence means for the immediate future and beyond Reflect on the very Word of God - the Bible - in

pointing to the only hope the reader and those he or she loves has for escaping Godâ€™s righteous

judgment that is about to fall on a rebellious world.  Rapture Ready...or Not is for this generation of

readers who are confused and look upon a world that seems to have destroyed opportunity for a

bright, abundant future. The Rapture is about to catastrophically strike an unsuspecting world of

both unbelievers and believers. Jesus Christ is the Shelter from the coming Tribulation storm of

Godâ€™s wrath and judgment.
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I was thrilled to receive my copy of Mr. James' book at the beginning of this weekend, and have

devoured its every page since then, unable to put it down! Wow! What a wake-up call for "this

generation." As in all of his books,Terry James opens our eyes in his insightful take on current

events, viewed through the lens of Bible prophecy. He prepares the reader for what is to come, what

is currently happening, what has happened in the recent past, and does so while also encouraging

"this generation."This is a must read for anyone and everyone who sees the darkness that is



currently enveloping the societies of the Christian and western world, and is wondering what all of

that means to us, as a society, and especially...spiritually. This book is prophetic, in no uncertain

terms, and should be disseminated to all people, but especially to younger people who have been

misled by the secularization of the current culture.Graphic warning...there are several chapters that

provide accounts of the occult and other such terrifying occurrences. I had to wait until daylight to

read those passages. They were incredibly well researched, with evidence-based accounts, but

may be upsetting to some. In fact...most.A great read, for those with the fortitude to face what is

coming.

If you don't have your copy yet, DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER!!! Everyone needs to ready this book

by Terry James. I've followed him for many years, and I truly believe God has given him a

"supernatural" gift to give this gift "Rapture Ready... Or Not" to this generation. I ordered two, have

already let two read it. I'm not an avid reader, but believe me, you'll have a hard time putting this

one down. Talk about truth and reality in the world we live in today... Just get it!!!

Couldn't put it down! For all you weary God's warriors, this will encourage you to keeping looking

up!! Our redemption draws nearer and nearer!! Thanks Terry!! God bless you and hope to meet you

and the Lord in the clouds sooner than we think or hope!!!

I'm not a book-reader. Aside from the Bible, I read maybe 1 book a year. I pre-ordered this book

(which came with an instant download version) and wolfed it down in 3 days! (Usually takes me a

month to read a book). I highly recommend this book - it is a great encouragement that we are very,

very close to hearing the unmistakable voice of our Risen King shouting, "Come up here!"

If you have not ordered this book do it now! We always look forward to his Monday postings on

Rapture Ready.com and this book did not disappoint. He is a gifted, brilliant writer and one day soon

I hope to meet him.It is like Terry James says very close to the hour we all are waiting for. The best

bible prophecy book I have read in a very long time. I could not put it down.This is my UPDATE from

the posting above. I read this book TWICE. It has never been more important to buy and give out

this book to others. I will be giving this copy to a new Christian that I recently became acquainted

with and will buy another to do the same with.Something all of us who should do.

A VERY TIMELY book regarding the times we are in and their spiritual significance in relation to the



Rapture of the Church. You may not yet believe in a Rapture of the Church right now, but Mr. James

puts enough 'proofs', scriptural proofs, that add to the validity of one and shows it has been taught

and believed by even the early Church fathers and is NOT some current erroneous doctrine. If you

are already a believer then I would urge you to read this book and then loan it out to anyone who is

a Christian and doesn't believe in a Pre-Trib rapture, or to someone who is not a Christian and may

be in need of some explanation of current world events in a way that honestly analyzes and

expounds on these events from a biblical and scriptural perspective. The time is NOW to be about

the Father's business. The time is NOW to heed the words of our Savior to 'watch and pray'!

It's a pleasure reading TerryÃ¢Â€Â™s thoughts and insights on RaptureReady.com, and this latest

book of his is just as compelling. Terry does an excellent job looking at todayÃ¢Â€Â™s world

events, news headlines, and societal conditions through the lens of Bible prophecy, and explaining

how those things relate to GodÃ¢Â€Â™s prophecies for the times we are currently living in. The

book is meticulously well-researched and, frankly, eye-opening -- even for those familiar with end

times prophecies.Ultimately, Terry presents the reader with a very clear, comprehensive, and

easy-to-understand picture of where we are on GodÃ¢Â€Â™s prophetic timeline, and why this will

be the generation that will see the Rapture (or notÃ¢Â€Â¦). This is a perfect book for experienced

students in Bible prophecy, as well as those new to prophecy but eager to learn. Well done, Terry!

I am in the process of reading Terry's book the second time. When people ask me "why" we are in

the mess we are in nationally and world-wide, I tell them get a copy of Terry James latest book....it

explains it all. If you are looking for "why", read this book.
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